The magnetic properties of CaCo2As2 single crystal was systematically studied by using dc magnetization and magnetic torque measurements. A paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition occurs at TN = 74 K with Co spins being aligned parallel to the c axis. For H c, a field-induced spin-flop transition was observed below TN and a magnetic transition from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic was inferred from the detailed analysis of magnetization and magnetic torque. Finally, we summarize the magnetic phase diagram of CaCo2As2 based on our results in the H-T plane.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an uniaxial low anisotropic antiferromagnet, a sufficiently strong magnetic field applied along the easy axis could induce a spin flop (SF) transition.
1
This response to the magnetic field has been observed in many antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials, such as AFM semiconductors, 2 organic magnets, 3-5 organic superconductors, 6 and nanomagnetic systems. 7 In the last decades, several magnetic studies in the materials with a layered ThCr 2 Si 2 type(122) crystal structure have been reported, [8] [9] [10] [11] which again come to fore in recent researches after the discovery of superconductivity in 122 iron-based family. 12, 13 The parent compounds of these iron-based superconductors (FeSCs) are found to be AFM. The AFM order can be suppressed via carrier doping (hole or electron) or by applying pressure, and superconductivity emerges in the vicinity of vanishing AFM order. The most striking feature of FeSCs is the coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity, [14] [15] [16] which also differentiates them from cuprates. Analysis of the magnetic transitions and order in the parent compounds can contribute to the understanding of the pairing mechanism in high-T c superconductors.
17,18
CaFe 2 As 2 parent compound is one interesting material, which shows a nonmagnetic collapsed tetragonal (cT) phase and pressure-induced superconductivity . [19] [20] [21] [22] And it exhibits a combined structural and magnetic transition at 170 K. 23 Recently, it is reported that CaCo 2 As 2 , the complete replacement of Fe in CaFe 2 As 2 by Co, exhibits remarkable different properties as compared to CaFe 2 As 2 .
24,25 CaCo 2 As 2 showed an A-type AFM order with the Co spins oriented ferromagnetically within the ab plane and antiferromagnetically along the c axis. The AFM aligned Co spins can be flopped by applying a magnetic field along the c-axis and eventually aligned along the direction of applied field at a sufficiently strong magnetic field. Cheng et al. reported two successive SF transitions in CaCo 2 As 2 with a Neel temperature T N = 76 K .
24 While Ying et al. reported single SF transition by using magnetization and electronic transport measurements, 25 they also found that T N is enhanced from 70 K to 90 K and the SF field (H SF ) is suppressed with 10% Sr substitution on Ca sites (Ca 0.9 Sr 0.1 Co 2 As 2 ). Quirinale et al. and Anand et al. studied the crystalline and magnetic structure of CaCo 2 As 2 by using X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction analysis, respectively. 26, 27 The results showed an Atype AFM magnetic structure, which is in accord with that reported by Cheng et al. 24 and Ying et al.. 25 Besides, they found that the actual composition of CaCo 2 As 2 is CaCo 1.86 As 2 due to 7% vacancies on the Co lattice sites. The discrepancy in the reports motivate us to make further research about the magnetic transition in this interesting compound CaCo 2 As 2 by using a different technique, torque magnetometry, which is very sensitive to magnetic transitions.
In this study, we use dc magnetization and magnetic torque measurements to clarify the SF transition in CaCo 2 As 2 in more detail. We have provided a direct comparison of magnetization measurements with torque magnetometry. Torque magnetometry measures the magnetic torque τ = M × B experienced by a sample of magnetic moment M in an applied magnetic field B. Compared to longitudinal magnetometry, torque magnetometry is more sensitive to detect the metamagnetism because the magnitude and direction of the magnetization can be extracted simultaneously. 28, 29 Our results in CaCo 2 As 2 single crystal reveal an A-type AFM structure, a field-induced SF and magnetic transition from AFM to PM state below T N . Finally, we give a detailed magnetic phase diagram in the H-T plane of CaCo 2 As 2 single crystal.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The CaCo 2 As 2 single crystals were grown by using CoAs self-flux method as described elsewhere. 21, 30 The crystal structure was investigated by X-ray diffraction (Rigaku D/MAX-Ultima III) using Cu K α (λ = 0.154 nm) radiation at ambient conditions. The actual elemental compositions were analysed by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES, IRIS Intrepid II XDL) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector using a Hitachi S-4800 scanning tunnel microscope. Magnetization measurements were done by using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID, Quantum Design) and Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-9, Quantum Design). The magnetic torque was measured as a function of angle and magnetic field over a wide temperature range by using a piezoresistive magnetometry. In piezoresistive magnetometry, the torque lever chip together with a puck, is mounted on a PPMS horizontal rotator. The sample is mounted on the center of chip by using Apiezon N grease. A wheatstone bridge circuit (integrated on the chip) detects the change in the resistance of the piezoresistors, produced by the different magnetic torque. The samples for all measurements presented here are from the same batch. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal structure and EDX,ICP-AES Fig. 1 (a) shows a typical XRD θ-2θ scan of CaCo 2 As 2 single crystal. All the indexed peaks are identified as the ThCr 2 Si 2 body-centered tetragonal structure phase. The presence of only (00l ) reflection peaks indicates that caxis is perpendicular to the crystal plane. The calculated lattice constant of c-axis comes out to be ∼10.3Å, close to the previous report, where a = b = 3.9906(1)Å, c = 10.2798(2)Å.
26
We have also done temperature dependent resistivity ρ(T ) (I ab) measurements in the temperature range from 5 to 300 K ( Fig. 1(b) ). There is no upturn resistivity associated with the AFM transition observed at T N in ρ(T) curve, which is different from other 122 parent compounds, such as CaFe 2 As 2 and BaFe 2 As 2 ,
12,13,31
where clear upturn resistivity were observed below their AFM transition temperature T N . As shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (b), a broad peak at 74 K is observed in dρ/dT , such a broad peak in dρ/dT has been associated with the antiferromagnetic transition in Ref. 32 . Table 1 shows the results of EDX and ICP-AES measurements on three samples of CaCo 2 As 2 . From the EDX data we conclude that the crystal have some vacancies on the Co sites, from the ICP-AES data we estimate about a 5% vacancies on the Co sites, corresponding to the actual composition CaCo 1.9 As 2 , which is very close to reported composition CaCo 1.86 As 2 in Ref. 26 .
B. Magnetization Fig. 2(a) shows the field cooling (FC) magnetization in the temperature range from 5 to 300 K under magnetic field H = 0.1 T in H c (diamonds) and H ab (circles). For H c, the magnetization exhibits a sharp peak at 74 K and drops rapidly upon further cooling. For H ab, the magnetization exhibits a plateau below 74 K. We also give a Curie-Weiss fits (χ = C T −θ , figure not shown) to the high temperature parts of susceptibility (150 K ≤ T ≤ 300K ), it gives a Weiss temperature θ c = +82.5(3) K for H c and θ ab = +71.3(2) K for H ab. In general, a positive Weiss temperature means a ferromagnetic coupling between moments. Therefore, the above results may suggest that the Co spins aligned antiferromagnetically along the c axis and ferromagnet- ically in the ab plane. The A-type AFM structure were also inferred and confirmed in previous reports. [24] [25] [26] [27] . The inset in Fig. 2(a) illustrates the unit cell of CaCo 2 As 2 and the observed magnetic order of Co spins. 26, 27 Both M(T) and ρ(T) measurements confirm the AFM transition at 74 K which is close to 76 K reported by Cheng et al., 24 but higher than the reported value of 52 K by Quirinale et al.. 26 We notice that there is controversy between the T N values by Cheng et al. 24 and by Quirinale et al.. 26 It has been argued that the lower T N in Sn-flux samples is a result of Co vacancies. However, considering the fact that in our samples there are also Co vacancies, and the T N is as high as that in samples prepared by CoAs self-flux. Therefore, we think Co vacancies is not the sole reason for the lower T N , it may also be related to the actual conditions in the crystal growth, more experiments are needed to clarify it. Fig. 2(b) shows the FC magnetization in different applied fields. It is obvious that T N peak shifts to lower temperature with increasing magnetic field, and it vanishes at 7 T due to suppression of AFM with applied magnetic field, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b) .
Figs. 3(a-b) show the M(H) curves at T = 10 and 150 K for H c (solid line) and H ab (dashed line). At T = 10 K (H c), the curve shows an AFM feature at low fields, but M suddenly increases around 3.7 T with a sharp step and finally tends to saturate at above 7.5 T. We attributed the sharp increase in M to SF transition.
We notice that the system shows only one SF transition at 3.7 T. For H ab, M ab increases linearly and no saturation magnetization has been observed with H up to 9 T. Meanwhile, at 150 K, which is well above T N , the M(H) curves are essentially linear in H c and H ab and don't saturate even up to 9 T as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
C. Magnetic torque
In general, the magnetic torque of a paramagnet with an uniaxial anisotropy in SI units takes the following form,
For an uniaxial anistropic antiferromagnet, the free energy F of the system can be expressed with the following equation,
34-36
(2) Since torque τ is the angular derivative of free energy F, we get [35] [36] [37] [38] Here, we have
and the SF field
There are two terms of the free energy in Eq. (2): the first term is the magnetic energy and the second is the anisotropy energy, χ ⊥ and χ are the spin susceptibilities perpendicular and parallel to the magnetization easy axis, φ is the angle between the applied magnetic field and spin axis, θ is the angle between the applied magnetic field and the easy axis, µ 0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, and K µ is the anisotropy energy. Fig. 4(a) shows the magnetic torque curves at different applied field direction θ at T = 10 K. θ is the angle between magnetic field H and c-axis. It shows a sharp dip for θ > 0
• which changes to a peak for θ < 0
• at H SF . When H > H SF , the system changes to a SF phases and the torque amplitude decreases and shows a sign change with increasing H. With further increasing H, τ (H) curves deviate from their trend in higher field, and tend to saturate. We attributed this tendency of saturation at H S to a separation from SF phases to PM state. The SF dip becomes broader as θ gets away from zero. Moreover, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b) , H SF slightly increases with increasing tilting angle θ and shows a minimum when the magnetic field is oriented along the c axis (H c), this feature indicates that the c-axis is the easy axis for the ordered Co spins in this system.
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In order to understand the field-dependent torque, we choose one sharp curve at θ = 5.6
• to analyze in detail. As shown in the Fig. 4(b) , a dip position (black arrow) and a saturation tendency (green arrow) are observed at H SF = 3.7 T and H S = 7.7 T, respectively. Due to Eq. (3) is only right at which the parallel and perpendicular magnetization are proportional to the applied fields, we fit the experimental τ (H) curves just below H SF and find that the fitting is almost in agreement with the experimental data. With further increasing field, the observed saturation of the torque signal above H S is a result of Co spins aligned along the direction of applied fields in high fields. This tendency of saturation is consistent with the results of M(H) as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
Next, we will discuss the field dependence of magnetic torque signal for θ ∼ 5.6
• at different temperatures. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , both the amplitude of SF dip and H SF decrease with increasing temperature. At higher temperatures, the magnetic spins fluctuate around their anisotropy axes and smaller field is required for SF transition, and finally SF dip vanishes above 70 K where a magnetic transition from AFM to PM state occurs. The AFM to PM transition temperature T N deduced from τ (T) curves is consistent with that as determined from M(T). H S also shows a decreasing trend with increasing temperature as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a) . We have also fitted these τ (H) curves below H SF by using Eq. (3), the fitted parameters K µ for different temperatures are plotted in Fig. 5(b) . It shows a decreasing trend with increasing temperature due to decrease in AFM anisotropy energy with temperature.
Figs. 6(a-e) show the angular dependent torque curves in the temperature region of 10-100 K under different applied fields. It is evident that all the τ (θ) curves with H = 1 T exhibits a sinusoidal wave shape and an extremum (maxima or minima) around θ = 45
• . The τ (θ) curves show a symmetrical behavior at 90
• , therefore we will discuss only the first part that lies in range 0
• ≤ θ ≤ 90
• . The amplitude of the minima decreases with increasing temperature and becomes positive (a sign change) around 70 K, which is consistent with the T N = 70 K at H = 1 T as determined from M(T) (Fig. 2(b) ). Therefore, a sign change in the τ (θ) curves with increasing temperature is due to the magnetic transition from AFM to PM state. Similar changes were also observed for H = 2.75 T and H = 4 T as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and 6(c).
However, the minima in this two fields shifts away from θ = 45
• and the sinusoidal wave shape transfers into the saw-tooth waveform, which are attributed to the SF transition between 2.75 and 4 T. At H = 7 T (Fig. 6(d) ), the lower temperature curves exhibit a very different shape as compared to curves at higher temperature, which can arise from a transition from SF phases to PM state. On further increasing magnetic field to 9 T (Fig. 6(e) ), the low temperature τ (θ) curve at 10 K exhibits only a positive peak in 0
• , because the system is in the field induced saturated PM state at 9 T. The amplitude of the peak in τ (θ) curves decreases with increasing temperature but exhibits only positive τ (θ) in the whole temperature region ( 10 K ≤ T ≤ 100 K). The decrease of peak amplitude with temperature is due to increasing thermal fluctuations at high temperature which disturbs the Co spins of saturated PM . The magnetic transitions from AFM to PM as determined from τ (θ) analysis are in agreement with the M(T) results.
The angular dependent magnetic torque can be expanded as
where the first term is the first order contribution as described in Eq. (1), and the second and third terms are higher order corrections. The magnetic torque measured as a function of angle at different fields are fitted by Eq. (6) (the red dashed line at T = 10 K in Figs. 6(a)-6(e)). The typical fitting results of A 2 is shown in Fig. 6(f) . For applied fields between 1 T and 4 T, as the temperature increases, A 2 shows a sign change, because of the magnetic transition from AFM to PM. The transition temperature decreases with increasing field and shifts from 70 K to 54 K as the field increases from 1 T to 4 T, which Figure 7 . (color online) T-H phase diagram concluded from magnetization (circles) at H c and magnetic torque (diamonds) measurements at θ = 5.6
• for CaCo2As2. The curves are guides to the eye. The collinear AFM structure, SF phases and the arrangement of Co moments above HS with H c are shown with the corresponding arrows in the figure.
is in agreement with the dc magnetization results (Fig.  2(b) ). Fig. 7 summarizes the detailed magnetic phase diagram of CaCo 2 As 2 single crystal as derived from magnetization (circles) and magnetic torque (diamonds) measurements. We define following terms as: H SF is the SF onset field corresponds to the rapid increase in M(H) at H c and the dip position in τ (H) curves at θ = 5.6
• , the AFM transition temperature is extracted from χ(T ) and τ (T ) data. As shown in the phase diagram, below T N , the magnetic structure is a collinear A-type AFM at low field. With increasing magnetic field, the SF transition occurs at H SF and then all Co spins tend to align along the direction of the external field above H S . The arrows in the phase diagram represent the corresponding collinear AFM structure, SF phases and the arrangement of Co moments above H S , respectively. Meanwhile, above H S , as the temperature increases, the Co moments will be disturbed by the increasing thermal fluctuation at high temperature and the system may have a gradually variation to unsaturated PM state. Through a combination of magnetization and magnetic torque measurements, we provide a detailed and systematical way to analyze the metamagnetic transition especially the spin-flop transition.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have systematically investigated the magnetic properties of CaCo 2 As 2 single crystal through dc magnetization and torque magnetometry. An A-type AFM ground state with T N = 74 K and with easy axis being aligned along the c axis are inferred from magnetization and magnetic torque measurements. For H c, M(H) and τ (H) data reveals a spin-flop transition below T N . Together with magnetization measurements, a more detailed analysis about the spin-flop transition and magnetic phase diagram is given by torque measurements.
